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Communique of the me~~inff 

. . .'l'he Co11fere_nce .. of the _Committee on Disarmament_- today held i:t;~:;:: 95P~P.,.:..plenary 
'· ... ; .. .. .. . '. . . . .. .. .. . . ... '. ... -~ . . . : . . . . ., .. . . 

meeting· in the Palais des -Nations·, Geneva, under the chairmanship .of 

H.E. the Under~Secreitary of'.$tate, Hr,s. Inga Thorsscm,· representative of ~:hvei'den. 

Statements w~re made by the. representatives of the:.Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics~ Mexico, Hungary, _Argentina, the Unit·ed States .and the Chairman· • 

. The delegation of Mexico. submitted: a 11 Letter dated 6 August 197 4; from· the Leader 

of the delegation of Mexico to the Special Representative of the Secretary-General 

to the Conference ofthe Corrunii;tee on Disarmament" (CCD/439). 

The · n~xt meeting of the Conference '\vill be held on Tuesday,. 13 AugU.st ·1974, · 

at f-0.30 a.m. . •, 

.·.i 

.•;'-

.... 

•• t 

,· ,· 

•. I 

'·' . : 
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~~. ROSHCHIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from Russian): 

VJe should like to devote our statement today to the problem o.:':' averting ... the threat of 

nuclear -vrar and to the related problem of preventing the proliferation of nuclear 
.. :. " .'.·· 

weapons, and to dwell on some important asp13cts of this problem. 

The great scientific discoveries in nuclear physics which ushered in the atomic 

age in the development of mankind have opened up great opportunities for the use of a 

new type of energy for man's benefit. Those discoveries, however, have led to the 

emergence of the most destructive and deadly means of "1-rarfare. Those means, if ever 

used, would destroy a vast number of human lives and annihilate vrhole States. 

Therefore one of today's most vital tasks is to plan and execute measures to avert the 

danger of nuclear war. Important factors in such measures are the non-proliferation 

of nuclear weapons, the institution of a strict regime to prevent their proliferation, 

and steps to ensure that it operates effectively. To achieve that supremely important 

aim a Treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear vreapons Has concluded in 1968 

(EINDC/226*) and made an effective international instrument in March 1970. That 

international instrument has become an outstanding docwnent of the nuclear age, its aim 

being to limit the threat posed by the emergence of the most destructive means of 

warfare. The Non-Proliferation Treaty is intended to stop the spread of nuclear 

vreapons, to prevent their acquisition by an increasing nwnber of States. The parties 

.to the Treaty undertake not to receive, manufacture or otherwise acquire nuclear 

1veapons or· other nuclear explosive devices, and not to transfer such >·reapons or 

explosive devices or contl~ol over them. By restricting opportunities for the 

proliferation of nuclear ·vreapons, the Treaty reduces the danger of an outbreak of 

nuclear war. Implementation of the Treaty's provisions is in the interests of 

-vrorld security and the further relaxation of international tension. \'le note vlith 

satisfaction that the provisions of the Treaty are being fulfilled by all its 

participants •. Since the Non-Proliferation Treaty came into force more than four 

years ago, no cases have arisen of deliberate or involunt~ failure by a Party to 

fulfill its obligation not to transfer or to acquire nuclear weapons. 
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Q1r. Roshchin 2 USSR) 

Nevertheless, the J:fon-ProlifE?ration Treaty has :obviously not yet become the kiri.d 

of international. ii)strument. that uould enS1::::.~e strict. observanc.:e by all States ·:of the 

regime for the. non-prol~feration of nuclear. 't'll'eapons. The danger cif :the prolifer.ation 

of.·such weapons has not yet .been eliminated. The .prediction that· a·.number of 

States will· acquire nuclear ueapons in ,the next ten years is not unrealistic .and 

cannot be described as unfounded. 

The main cause of this situation is that a number ·of "near-nuclear" countries 

ha~ing a considerable· industrial potential and consequently able to produce nuclear , 

vreapons are ,s,till not parties .to the Non-Proliferation Treaty and are· ·not. bound by . · 

.: .. the .terms of .that important international instrument. Therein lies the.fun,damental 

inadequacy of the present non-proliferation regime. The main task therefore· is to 

make every effort tci ensul~e the .full llarticipation of ·alL near-nuclear States 'in 

the Non-Proliferation Treaty. The near-nuclear States: themselve.s must realize ·how 

important it is to prevent the spread of nuclear v1eapons throughout the world~ ·and be 

aware of the consequences of their proliferat:ion. The only way of avoiding that 

sit'uation is i'or·all States to co:...operate. fully in ensuring the non-proliferation· 

of nuel.ear weapons. . .. It is necessary to use ·all political and practical.means .tci 

ensure that ·all States strictly observe the non-proliferation regime, and thereby to 

avert the real danger of \vide-spread possession of such weapons.' 

We have heard much criticism .of the Non-Proliferation Treaty since. it .came. into 

force. : We have heard such criticism ·here in the Committee on :Oisarm~ent·~ and 

indeed at the present session. I therefore vlish to stl~ess that the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty at present .offers the best real possibility of checking the process pf nuclear

weapons pr-oliferation~ of preventing a cham reaction in the spread of such weapons .• 

Of cou.rse~ from the point of vie>r of· individual States the Treaty could· have been 

better, but from the point· of vieH o·f the entire community of States ·±t is· at 

present a common denominator .for any solution to the problem of the non-proliferation 

· o'f .nuclear weapons. · '1:le therefore caimot agree vri th the adverse opinions e:x};>ressed 

about the Treaty, or vrith its qualification as a "discriminatory" international· 

instrument. Far from sharing such an opinion of this out standing int emational 
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docunient, which reflects the realities of the present-day world, vle believe that a 

negative attitude to and deprecation of the. Treaty are detrime!}tal to the non

proliferation regime provided in it. ~Vha-Gever themotives and reasons·behind the 

attacks on the· Treaty by States and their representatives, such a course of action 

is clearly intended to erode and weaken rather than strengthen the non-proliferation 

regime. The harm done by such a course may not at first gla:.nce be apparent now, 

but in the longer term it may prove irreversible. 

The 'system of safe[,"'J.arcls ensuring the fulfilment by States of their obligations 

is a very important element of the Treaty~ It is defined in Article III .and is 

being implemented through the International Atomic Energy Agency. (IAEA). It has been 

·VTorked out by a large number of States ·and is effective, serves the purposes for 

which it was established, and conforms with present world possibilities. It is 

therefore ~tniversally recognized and supported. 

Nearly all the Ste.:C.es Parties to the lifm~-Proliferation Treaty -vrhich are 

substantially engaged in nuclear activities have concluded control agreements v1ith 

IAEA. as provided by the Treaty. It is essential, hovrever, for other States Parties 

to the Treaty which have not yet done so to speed up the conclusion of such agreements. 

It is equally important to speed up agreement on the practical implementation of the 

Treaty provision requiring fissionable material and special equipment to be exported 

to non-nuclear countries solely under IAEA control. 

In her statement on 30 July Mrs. Thorsson, the representative of Sueden, 

suggested.that the present safeguards system should be extended to permit, not only 

detection, but also prevention of the misuse of nuclear material, by providing a 

system for the "physical protection of all stockpiles of nuclear material":. . She 

put forward the idea of "u;::n.ers:1.ip" of nuclear material by an international·body, 

and of "internationalization of the management of nuclear material 11
• She thus 

· proposed a very substantial revision of the present safeguard system for verifying 

the fulfilment of obligations under the Non-Pr~liferation Treaty, 1vhereby the principle 

of observation 1 of the use of fissionable material uould be replaced by the pJ.~inciple 

of 11 internationalization11 of its ownership and management. 
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The id\3CIJ of nintemationalizat:Lon" .. o{ .the o~ership and management of 'fissionable 

material ~dvance~ by Mrs. Thorsson is not new.· At the very outset of the.nuclear 

age the princ.lpl~ ~f "internationalizationi' of ·the ~wriership: and management of· 

nuclear material and m{ci~a:; facillties vras strongly -~dvocated by=the United States 

Government. It was embodied .in the Acheson-Lilienthal Plan and was formally moved 

in tb,e United Nations Atomic Energy Commission· in June 1946 as the' ''Baruch Plan", 

named.~ter the United States representative in that Commission. The plan provided 

for a control system based on "internationalization" oi the m·mershi:i? and management 
. . . i. ., . • . . 

of atomic raw-material sources and of enterprises· processing and using such raw 
mate;rial. It!?. main J?Urpose \·Jas to give the United States a monopoly of the military 

and peaceful.us~s of atomic energy. It ·was aini~d ~t ensuririg advantages for .some 

countries.· at. the expense of others, and disregarded States i sovereign rights. 

Subsequent developments demonstrated that it ~oras ·coiDJ?letely unrealistic arid unviable. · 
. . 

Th.e idea proposed by Sweden? although ':lith different motives and objectives, like 

the "Baruch Plan" runs com1.ter to the sovereign rights of States 1 thus igrio:dng an·. · 

impor~ant reality of. our time. Such an approach can only. divert efforts aivay from the 

task of generally stre:p.gth.ening, the present safe€ilards system by ·extending it to cover 

the maximum number of States.and improving observation· met~ods to prevent violations 
. ·. . . 

of the non:-P.roliferation regime E)Stablished by the Treaty. As I have already stated, 

the primary. task is to ensuTe that all States, particularly the . .. . 

.. . .. 
indu'strially and 

technologically adve.nced ones, conclude control agreeme!lts wi'th the IAEA. 1V'ithout 
; . 

delay . vle hope .that S>·reden 1 >·rhich has advanced far -in the pea'cefuT use of ntrclear 

. energy, will conclude such an agreement as soon as possible • 

. Peaceful nuclear explosions are an important problem dire'ctly linked 1·rith that of 

the non-proliferation of nuclear yeapons. This problE;m is reflected· in Arti(!le V of 

the Non-Proliferation Treaty, ivhich provides measures to make the benefits of peaceful 

applications of nuclear explosions available to all States. Work in that direction 
. . 

is being done in the IAEA.,. a:p.d. vle understal'ld that details of it will be giyeri. in 

documents prepared by the Agency for the conferen.ce on revi.ew of the operation of the 

Treaty. We hope that due efforts will be made. to solve the problem of peaceful· 
· .. . . 

·· nuclea;t:' explosions •.. 
I ••, 
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On .the question of peaceful nuclear explosions, Mrs. Thorsson 1 the representative 

of Sweden, said that the Treaty's provisions with respect to such explosions had so 

far not been implemented. We should like to point out in this COill~exion that at 

present, when peaceful nuclear explosions still have no practical application because 

of inadequate technology, there are no grounds for speaking of failure to implement 

that part of the Treaty. It would be more accurate to say that the Treaty 1s 

provisions with regard to such eJ(plosions have not so far been implemented, since 

there has been no practical need ;for such explosions. Nevertheless, the preparatory 

work for the implementation of .Article V of the Treaty is aJ_ready being done in 

the IAEA. 

Article VI, containing an undertaking by the Parties to the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty to negotiate measures on the cessation of the nuclear and non-nuclear arms 

race, is an important element of the Treaty. Like many other Parties to the Treaty, 

we have repeatedly expressed. our dissatisfaction <vi\;h the course and results of the 

disarrnartl:ent negotiations. At the same time it cannot be denied that a number of 

important agreements have'been concluded L1 that field in pursuance of Article VI 

since the signature of the Treaty. Of great significance in this respect are the 

agreements concluded between the USSR and the United States in 1972 and 1973 on the 

prevention of nuclear war, on the limitation of anti1 ballistic·-·missile systems, and 

on certain measures concerning the limitation of strategic offensive arms. The third 

Soviet-United States summit meeting held this year produceu another series of 

important agreements. A Protocol was signed providing for a new substantial 

limitation of the anti-pallistic-missile systems of both countries. At the talks 

further steps in the limitation of strategic offensive armaments were outlined. The 

two sides agreed to restrict their underground nuclear tests considerably over ar" 

agreed period, and to stop high-yield test explosions altogether. This agreem'3nt is 

a step towards the eventual complete and general prohibition of nuclear weapons tests. 

Agreement has been reached to outlaw the use of highly dangerous, lethal means of 

chemical v1arf2
1
re, as 1vell as environmental modification techniques for mili fary 

purposes. 

Speaking of the Soviet-United States arms-reduction agreements, Mr. BTe.zhnev, 

General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 

stated at Warsaw on 21 July: 
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11 We think that this whole series of :practical measures, which is a good example 

of the limitation b;y the Powers of their military :p~epEirations, is in the interests 

of all Who \·rant more secure loJOrld :peace. 
11 I can say th~t we should like to go still further and were :prepared to go 

further. The Soviet Union, for instance, is ready to conclude a.n·agreement on the 
' ,)_ 

complete cessation of all underground nuclear-weapons tests. We also consider it 

desirable to. agree ·on the withdrawal from the Mediterranean Sea of all Soviet and 

United States l·rarshi:ps and submarines carrying nuclear weapons. UnfortUna.tely, we 

have not yet managed to agree on this matter. We are convinced, however,. that the 

implementation of our pro:pos~s· would make a n'ew and real co~trl.bution to" the 
- ' 

consoli!lation of :pe_ace and_ would b~ warmly welcomed by the :peoples of many countries. 

Let us hope that agreements on those questions 1v:lll one day become :possible".-

Thus the Soviet-United States s~i t talks and the im:port~t agreement~ resul ti.rig 

from them have contributed. considerably to the fulfilmen:t of obligat'ions under the 

Non--Proliferation Treaty, to the cessation of the arms raye, and·· to the elimination 
. . ~ . . . . . . . ' 

of the threat of n~clea.r war and war in general. 

In this connexion we should like to state that our opinion of the significance 
. . 

of the Soviet-Unitea~'sta~es agreement ori the limitation 'of undergTound nuclecir;..wea:pons 

tests diffe:rs substantially from _that expressed by Mrs. Thorsson in her. ~tat~fnent on 

30 July. She said that the limit~tion :provided by th~ agreement affe.bted:onl~- . 

10 :per cent 'o.f United States and 26' :p~r c~~t of So~iet nuc.lear tests. "Wi ihout 

questioning the acm;xacy of the :proportions mentioned by the r:presentativer 'of SWeden, 
' •• ~04 '• " : • 

We should lik;e to J?Oint OUt that even lQ arid. 20 per c~nt are substantial ii.gures in 

arms_ limitation an.d that their im:porta.rlce sh~uld not b.e· ignored or belittled. ·Of still 

_greater significa..'1ce, hmoJever, than .t.he statistic~ is' the fundamental aspect, the 

}_imi ta tj_on of undergrou,nd nuclear:-wea:poris tests . 

. ·-· .. ·In our opinion the agreerrient, with that e~sentially ne~ elerii~nt, is an important 

step toward~ the complete cessation of all m.J-clear-weapons. tests. For 'the first time 

limits have. b~~n im:pos~d o~ underground tests. By prohibiting explosions with a yield 

of over 15_6 kt Y the agreement limits t:b~ :possibility of d.evelo:ping and :perfect:Lng the 

mos~ :powerful and consequently the most-dangerous types of weapons. It is helping to 
. .. . . . .. 

foster international confidence and improve the international climate. - Therefore we 

cannot accept Mrs. Thorsson 1s opinion of that Soviet-Uni-ted States agreement. 
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Today we have dwelt only briefly on some aspects of the non-proliferation regime 

and the Treaty. All facets of this problem will be considered more closely at the 

conference on the review of the operation of the Treaty to be held here at Geneva 

next May. In mentioning some aspects of the Treaty's operation we should like to 

stress the imperative need for seeking all means and exerting all efforts in order to 

strengthen in every possible way-- politically, legally and technically-- the 

non-proliferation regime and the Treaty providing for it. The participation of a 

large number of States in the internaGional disarmament agreements already concluded 

would play ~n important part in strengthening the non-proliferation regime. We must 

therefore continue our efforts to ensure the participation in such agreements of all 

.nuclear, near-nuclear and other militarily-significant States. Primarily, this would 

mean participation in the Treaties on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, on 

the_Prohibition of Nuclear Tests in the three environments --in the atmosphere, in 

outer spa9e and under water -- on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear 

Weapons and other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Sea-bed and the Ocean Floor and 

in the Subsoil 'I·hereof, and others. Universal accession to these international 

instruments would greatly help to limit the nuclear arms race and the arms race as a 

_whol~, to _strengthen the non-proliferation regime, and consequently to promote 

international security and peace. This is an important task for the Committee on 

Disarmament and all other international forums dealing with various aspects o£ arms 

control and disarmament. 

Disarmament affects all States without exception, nuclear .. and non-nuclear.-

Hm-Tever, it is an.undeniable fact that the fundamental disarmament problems, and 

especially those of. nucl.ear disarmament, can only be solved with the participation of 

militarily-significant States on the basis of the principle of equal security for ali 

countries. These countries bear special responsibility for the solution of arms-control 

and disarmament issues. This applies in the first place to all the nuclear Powers, 

since they possess huge military p_p~entials lncluding a nuclear capability. It is a 

matter for regret that at present not all nuclear Powers are participating in the 
. I . . . 

current disarmament negotiations •. -Consequently we must intensify om~ efforts to draw 

all militarily-signlficant States,·including all the nuclear and near-nuclear coUntries, 

into the disarmament talks. 
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I should, like to take this opportunity to touch on the question of "mini-nukes", 

that is miniature nuclear weapons, raised last August by Mrs. MYrdal, the 

representative of Svleden, and again in the statement by Mrs. Thorsson. In the 

last few decades nuclear vleapons have received' special treatment in a number of 

international instruments. So far there has been no need for dis.tinctions among 

individual types of tactical nuclear weapons. We consider that they are still 

unnecessary. It seems to us that the attempts to equate certain types of these 

weapons with conventional armaments are dangerous in that they may conceal a 

search for loopholes to circumvent the prohibitions on nuclear weapons imposed 

by a number of international treaties and agreements, such as the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty. We believe that there is no justification for distinguishing among 

individual types of tactical nuclear •·rea pons, or for trying to equate some types 

of those weapons with conventional armaments. 

In accordance with this position, I should like to 'state that the Soviet Union's 

obligations under resolution 255 (1968) of June 1968 adopted by the United Nations 

Security Council in connexion with the Non-Proliferation Treaty, and under the 

Soviet-United States agreement of 22 Ju_ne 1973 on the prevention of nuclear war, 

cover all types of nuclear weapons whatever their power. 

In conclusion, I should lil(e to quote from the statement made by Mr. Brezhnev 

on 21 July concerning the Soviet Union's position on arms control and disarmament: 

"The Soviet Union, like othe:r socialist countries, has repeatedly stated that 

it is prepared to agree to drastic measures to limit the arms race and subsequently 

to reduce armaments. We repeat that we are ready; for instance, to agree on a 

reduction of armed forces and armaments in Europe. The need for more effective 

and universal application of the Non-Proliferation Treaty is more urgent than 

e:;er before. We are prepared -- and have long been prepared -- to sit dmm to a 

World Disarmament Conference. We are also ready to come to an agreement on measures 

to reduce the confrontation between the present blocs, and eventually on their 

complete elimination.· In other -vmrds, it will not be our fault if there is no 

progress." 
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, ... M:'· GARCIA ROBLES (}Texico) ( tr~slation from Spanish): At the opening of the 

1974 session of the Conference ·of 'the ·committee on Disarmament on 16 April of ... this 

year~ I ventured an' assessment of the Committee's ·tvelve years of work. In my vi'evT, 

the survey which I made. on that. occasion demonstrated conclusively the cap which has· 

existed and continues to exist ·.betvree~· 'vTci;~s and deeds, and brought out the many 

formal promises and solemn commitments ·of the nuciear Pm·mrs -vrhich from the outset 

have been a dead letter. 

There has·been no.basic· change ~i:hce that time. The fotu' modest multilateral. 

instruments which, dj_rectly or' indirectly, have produced· this negotiating organ remain 

truncated and mutilated. This ha~·not been, of course~ through a lack.of-accessions ..:.

as one of the representatives >·rho spoke .on 25 April put it, giving fre~ rein to_ his 
. • I .~ ': • • 

imagination ( ccp/PV. 630, page 23) -- ·lSut·: merely, as I quite clearly stated on~ th.e 

previous o~'casion, through fall~tre t'o comply wi'~l~ a. number of the basic pro:vis:ipns of . 
. . . .,., .... .} 

thos_e instruments, such as· those contained in tlie preamble and- article I. of the 

Noscow Treaty (ENDC/101/Rev.l).and in articles VI ·and V of the Non..:.Proliferation:Treaty 

(ENnC/226*). 

In view of my preceding remarks and in order to avoid ·superfluity, T sha~l ref-rain'. 
I 

from- cementing further on the matter at today' s meeting. I. should ... poj;, hoviever, ·like 

to leaye th~ subject of the CCD before adding that one
1
: of· the few posi tiv:.e 

contributions to its. current 'session has been the- "Draft Convention: on. the Prohibition 

of the Development, Produc.tion ~d Stockpiling of Ch~m.ical :Vleapons ~0 on their 

Destruction" (CCD/420), submitted to. the·Co:nmittee'by :the rep::..·esentative oflapan on 

30 April. . How fortunate ·it· 1rould be if -only this imag~ative and co!Iliilendable effort 

stimulated ~egotiations an:cr. irid1.w·e~1 a positive reaction in the t1.;o sup~r-Pouers in 

par~icular, who have failed so fax to· submit any draft treaty-or convention on the 

subject • 

. I should al~o like to 'place on record our hope th,at the enlargement of the 

Connni ttee. on Disarmament vr~ch is virtuaily ·sure to bel approved b;y- th~ General Assembly 
' ·~ . , . I 

at its twenty-ninth regular ·session, vTill make the Committee more ~:ffective. .For that 
. •· ..• ·.' . . . . . . I 

aim to be achieved it is 5 in our ·vie1 .. r, necessary not qnly.i ·to enalrg~_ the. Committee but 

at the same time to reorganize it. The delegation of Mexico has been advocating 'this 
I 

since 1969 and has suggested a number of specific reforms. It vlill be recalled that, 

on. the proposal of our d,elegation~ the Committee devoted on 16 August 1972 a 1·rhole 

informal meeting to that question~ which was the subject of many statements during' that 

year. This is proved by the 'tvJO vrorking documents ·Hhich '"'e submitted on 8 and 
< 

28 August 1972 under the symbols CCD/385 and CCD/390. 
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Having said tha:t, I believe it is.not appropriate _to set out briefly our position 

with regard to the latest results of the bilateral negotiations between the 

United States and the Soviet Union, knoim as S.ALT. 

First of all, I should like to say that 1-re have requested that General Assembly 

document A/9293 of 8 November 1973 be reproduced as a document of the Committee-- it 

has i:ri fact already been circulated under the symbol CCD/439 -- not only because the 

two texts in it are unquestionably of direct interest to the Committee itself but also, 

and more particularly, because the second of those texts -- signed on 21 June 1973 and 

bearing the title "Basic Principles of Negotiations on the Further Limitation of 

Strategic Offensive Arms" -- contains provisions regarding the implementation of v1hich 

the representatives of the ti·m signatory Btates, who happen to be the co-Chairmen of 

the CCD, might give us some relevant explanations. 

The first of the "basic principles 11
, after affirming that "the tHo Sides \ri.ll 

continue active negotiations in order to ~rork out a permanent agreement on.more complete 

measures on the limitation of strategic offensive arms, as well as their subsequent 

reduction'', in accordance iii th the five-year Interim Agreement of 26 lYiay 1972, states 

unequivocally that --

"Over the course of the next year the two Sides 1ilill make serious efforts to 

work out the provisions of the permru1ent agreement on more complete measures 

on the limitation of st:'rategic offen:3ive arms id th the objective of si[,'lring 

it in 1974". 

Despite this, neither document CCD/431, co-sponsored by the United States and .the 

Soviet Union, nor the statement of the United States representative in introducing 

that document on 16 July 1974, told us anything about the fate which has befallen the 

basic principle of 1973 to which I have just referred. Its vital importance is, I am 

sure, clear to all, part:i,C1:1larlyi·Then it is recalled that the General Assembly, in its 

resolution 3184 A (XXVIII) of 18 Decembe 1973, after reiterating its appeal of" the 

previous year, once again drmv the atte ion of the two super-Powers to 1'the necessity 

and urgency of reaching agreement on im ortant qualitative limitations .and substantial 

reductions of their strategic nuclear-w a.pon systems as a positive step to1·1ards nuclear 

disarmament". 

The Treaty between the United· Stat s and the Soviet Union on the limitation of 

underground nuc1ear weapon tests, signe at Moscow on 3 July 1974, is reproduced in 

pages 1 to 3 of document CCD/431, to wh'ch I referred a few moments ago. Ny first 
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comment ~s that, much .. to our regTet, we ':feel obliged to take a rather sceptical vievr 

of the promise in par~~~ph 3 ·of 'article I that. the Parties n shall conti~ue the:Lr ·. · 

negotiations with a view tm<ard ~chieving a solution to the problem i::if the cessat-ion 

of all undergrou:ni nuclear Heapon tests" •. --~ .. 

The reasons for our scepticism shoL.ud be obvious to anyone ~1ho recalls that, for 

elevep years, we have \vai ted in vain. for translation' into acts of ~he "determination", 

so solemnly proclaimed ~n the preamble to the 196;3 Treaty, to achieve '·'ihe 

discontinuan9e of all test explosions of nuclear vre~pons for ·all time"-. This· is 

:l?_einforced by the fact brought ·out last vreek in the excellent statement of 'the 

representative of Sweden, Hrs. ··Thorsson, that, on the same day on· \vhich that nmv 

Moscow Treaty was concluded, no less an authority than the Secretary of Defence of 

one of the two super-Powers signatories 'of thi·s Treaty stated in Washington that those 

>vho were waiting f_or a comprehensive test-ban agreement mlgh~ "wait eternally". 

:This unavoidable s~epticism will not, however, prevent .us from assessing, in· all 

objectivity, the possible impact of the reqent bilateral instrument on disarmament~ 

In order to ·attain the bala...11ced and realistic perspective required for· such 'rol 

assessment it is in om~ vievT necessary to bear clearly in mind somE) fimdamerital {actors 

such as the follm'ling. ( 

In. the. pas,t twenty years the Gene:ral Assembly of the United. Nations. has adopted 

more than tvrenty-five resolutions urging the nuclear Powers to put an end to 2J.l 
I . 

nuclear-weapon tes~s •. In four or- five of those resolutions the Assembly has -- using 
• < • • • ' 

a vmrd. vJhich it employs only rarely _!... condemned most strongly all tests of nuclear 
_,. . ... . ----- . . 

weapons, wi th~ut except_ion and regardless of their expl~sive force. Undoubtedly the 

Assembly's main objective is to avoid 1vhq.t in its latest Tesolutions it calls 11 the 
I • 

harii!ful consequences of nuclear vlea-pop. tests for the a.cceleration of the arms race 11 ~ ·. 

In. other words, it wishes to. prevent. -any i·mprovement or increase in: the dest:ru.ctive. 

,.:pov1er -- already terrifying·..:..::. of the stockpile,. of 1rea.p.ons in nuclear arsenal.s~ 
9areful and rei:Lable inve~tiga-hons, sucb, as those reported on in the ·uorll~ng paper 

S'\?-bmitted. by the delegatiorr·of S~;reden on 1 August 1974 (CCD/43S), shm·r that in the 
'·, .:;_ 

past few years the vast majority of nuclear explos~ons earried out b;r the:~·tlrp 

super-:i?owE;)rs have been belou the 150 kt threshold, \vhich limit v·ril,l·contin;1,1e. to. be 

permi tte~ without any hindrance \rhatsoever by the nevr Treaty and vlhich, ·in,piGl,ei.J-ta}.ly, 

is the equivalent. of 150~000 tons of dynamite and some eight nuclear bombs ,o.f;, the kind 

vrhich, exactly tvrenty-niriB years ·ago the day before yesterday~' redubed Hirpsh~p.1a to 

ashes. :.--
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The bilateral instrument in question ,will not enter into force until 31 Harch 1976, 

which leaves a period of · tvre"nty months in '~oJ"hich~ as experience in similar cases has 

shown, it is to be feared that the tioJ"O er-PolTers will engage in an all-out race to 

test.nuclear weapons, especially, if they deem it necessary, weapons of more than 

150 kt. 

In the view of the best-qualified ex erts in this field, made public after 

3 July, the United States and the Soviet will have no difficulty at all in 

completing, before the Treaty force, all the new types of nuclear vrarheads 

which they had planned. ~1ere is also ge eral agTeement among the experts that, in 

vieioJ" of the absolute freedom those countr · es loJ"ill enjoy till 31 March 1976 and, as I 

have already stated, in vievr of the little use.they have made of tests of more than 

150 kt, the limitation which l;Till become effective on that date will not have a.11.y 

moderating effect at all on the nuclear 

Thus the conclusions reached from 

ms race be.tween those two States. 

analysis of the recent Moscou bilateral 

agTeements are as discouraging as those v .ich I described at length in my statement of 

16 April in connexion vli th the CCD and w ich today I have ventured to recall very 

briefly. 

These meagre results ru1d the purely rrteretricious nature of the measures proposed 

lend increasing ·gTavity to the alarming ituation created by the existence of huge 

arsenals of nuclear weapons, ·Hhose 

wipe out every sign of life on our 

pOiver is enough and more than enough to 

In the last fei,v years my delerration has 

drawn attention on numerous occasions~ b in this Committee and in the 

General Assembly 9 to the fatef1.1l menace presented by those arsenals. 

We have repea,tedly quoted Toynbee 1 s vrords that 11 the threat to mankind 1 s survival 

has become much greater since 1945 thc>.n it ever vras in the first million years of 

history11
• 

We have dwelt on the need to bear constantly in mind the statement made by the 

Committee of Experts appointed by the Secretary-General of the United Nations in 1967 

to prepare a report on the effects of the possible use of nuclear weapons~ 

''There is one inescapable and basic fact. It is that the nuclear armouries 

which are in being already contain large megaton vJeapons every one of uhich 

has a destructive povrer g:rea ter than that of all the conventional explosive 

that has ever been used in warfare since the day gunpowder was discovered.' 1 
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We have said that 1ve share the view of Dr. IJrJ.e, Director of the United States 

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, 1vho has. pointed out that merely 111-rishing to .put · 

out of our .minds the thought that nuclear war may be as inevitable as death" 1vill not 

suffice to eliminate the causes 'lrrhich -may "put an end to our days and our. society, in 

this generation or the next". 

Starting from such unassailable premises as these, my delegation affirmed and 

repeated more than five ;years ago, both in New York and at Genev§l-, that --

"We refuse to believe that the so-called deterrent power-- a formula that has 

regr_ettably been much abused -- of such weapons cru1 be -regarded· as a positive 

· factor justifying their existence. vie cannot understand why today international 

peace and security should have to depend on '1-reapons such as the nuclear vTeapons, 

the very existence of vlhich entails the danger of universal suicide11
• •· 

·r should like to conclude my statement today by quoting two very recent opinions 

which seem to us to confirm the val.:i.di ty of our belief. The first· was expressed. last 

month by someone who could certainly not be accused .of a tendency to dramatize 

situations, nainely the United .States Secretary of State,· who, according to information 

published in the New York Times of 4 July last, after emphasizing that only eighteen 

to twenty-four months remained in which to avoid an "explosion of technology and 

numbers" and to gain a grip on the problem of multiple 'l·mrheads, added that .if this 

problem is not solved >vell before ~977 "we 11rill pe living in a world vrh;i.ch >Till be _,. 

extraordinarily complex, in uhich the opportunities for nuclear warfare'exist that 

were unimaginable fifteen years -ago at the beginning of the nuclear. age''·· 

The second opinion emanates from what I consider the most serious and renmmed · · 

non-g()vernmental ... institution .on disarmament questions, namely the International 

Institute of Peace and Conflict Research, vli th its headquarters at Stocld1olm,- the 

preface to whose Yearbook for 1974, just published, includes the follovring 

unequivocal statement: 

"There is .an ever-present risk that any major conflict, even a limited, 

non-nuclear war, will escalate to a genera~ nuclear war. Moreover, the 

possihili ty of nuclear vmr by accident or miscalculation is -allvays 1li th us. 

The da,ngers of this situation are increased. by. advances in nuclear-vreapon 

techno~ogy ••• The catastrophic consequences of.p, general nuclear uar demand 

either that the probability of any l·rar be- reduced to an acceptable level 

(most reasonable men ivould say that thji_s 1vould have to be zero), or that 

nuclear weapons be abolished as part of a comprehensive programme of disarmament. 
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Even' though we' do not underestimate the difficulties 'of the latter, vre- b-elieve 

its achievement· to 'be a simpler task than the former. I For all the reasons O'Li:tliri.ed 

above, we hi,li:eve that the need for positive action in disarmament has never . 

before been greater"~ 

Mr. KOlYITVES (Hunga;r.y) _: Yeste~4ay was the fifth a.nni versary of th? secopd 

phase of the enlargement of_ Pw.' Committee in 1969 when the Hungarian Pe,ople 1 s ReP.ublic, 

together ~ th other State~_, ·_jo:i_ned this Co• t-tee. I had -the honour and p~ivilege of 

making the first' statement.: Qf -the Hungar:i,im delegation before this Y.ecy: importa:nt body. 

In my first- intervention I -stated~ 11My Government accepted the invitation vi_t}l the 

intention of. taking an active part and doing useful work to the be,st o.f -its ,ability, 

in the search for solution of the great p:rpblems before the Committe~.~~ 

Since then I have never ceas~d to follmv with. grea:t _interest . the .. activity of the 

CCD, . to whi.ch I hav!3. done_ my best to contribute. As all of you ?Xe -vrell mtare, the 

Hungarian delegation, vrith other delegations, has taken an active_ part in the 

elaboration of two important international in~truments. 

N.ow-_I am about to leay,e Geneva to return to my country, wher_e I am called. upon to 

assume other d~ties. I am happy to inform you that in my ne~ function I shall be able, 

and it will be my duty, to maintain Close contacts with the activity of the CCD. In 

this way I can and will follow your efforts aimed at new results in disarmament, in 

which 'I should like to wish all of y_ou. every success. 

I thank you all for your co-operation and the friendship you have extended to me; 

and I should like to:.- express my gratitude and respect to the Co-Chairman of the 

Committee, .Ambassador-Roshchin of the Soviet Union and Ambassador Martin of the 

trrii\fed States, with whom I hav·e ·had excellent co-operation, and to the 

Special ·Representative of' the Secretary-General, Ambassador Pastineny and all his . 

collaborators. 

In concluding, to ·all my colleagues and. friends in the Committee I say Goodbye-·

and:·goodluck. 

The CHAI~t~T: I wish to thalli< the distinguished representative of Hungar~, 

Ambassador Komives; ~or his sta~ement, vrr1ich at the same time constitutes, on his 

part, a valedictory statement. As we he~~d, this is indeed the last meeting of the 

Committee in which Ambassador Komives pru~ticipates, at least in his present capacity •. 
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As Ambassador Komives himself said in his statement, he has represented his 

country in this Committee as well as in other international organs and organizations 

in Geneva for a period of five years. I am quite certain that even those among us who 

have the work in the CCD as a main and even unique occupation can appreciate at its 

proper value the enormity of the di.fferent tasks that an Ambassador who is concurrently 

representative of .his country to all the international organizations in Gen~va must . . - . . ~ 

perform. I should like to believe, however, that the work in the CCD has had a special 

place and a high priority among the multifarious duties of Ambassador Komives •. At this 

moment of his approaching departure, we m-e all very, conscious of his devotion to the 

work of ·the CCD and. his dedication to the cause o.f disarmament. This has indeed been 

proved by his statement here today~ Beyond the call of his official duties, we have 

found Ambassador Komives an esteemed colleague ~d friend whose constant good sense 

and good humoux have on many. occasions .made our work more easy. 

I know that I am expressing the feelings of all the members round this table in 

extending to Ambassador Komives and also to Madame Komives our warmest thanks for a 

fruitful and agreeable co-operation, and in conveying to them our best vrishes for 

success in their new and important duties. We are glad to understand that he vrill keep 

constant contact with the important tasks that this Committee has been called.upon to 

perform. 

Mr. BERASATEGUI (Argentina) (translation from Spanish): Madam Chairman, allow 

me to associate myself with your '~<rords of fa:.~e>vell to Ambassador Komives. This vreek 

tlle Argentine delegation has had the good fortune to preside over the Committee of 

the Twelve, and it is in this capacity that I echo your sentiments. Ilut even if my 

delegation had· not been occupying the Chair, we should still have followed your example, 

orhich the personal and .diplomatic qualities of Ambassador Komives fully justify. 

Ambassador Komives, as he himself pointed out, was his country's first 

representative to this Conference, associ~ting himself with_ our work five years ago 

yesterday. On that occasion he was the first speaker after the ne\v members, including 

Argentina, had taken their places in the Committee, Since then he has rendered 

distinguished s~rvices to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament by his tact, 

intelligence and aqili ty vri th v1hich -vre are all familiar. 

While we deeply regret his departure, we have no doubt that in his_new functions 

he Hill continue to collaborate \vi th us in our work with the efficiency to uhich vre . 

bave become accustomed. And although·we lose his wise· contribution to our day-to-day 

activities, we receive in exchange valuable support for the tasks of our Committee. 
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Mr. ROSHCHIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from Russian): 

As Ambassador Komives is to take up a ne;; assignment and will shortly leave us~ I should 

like to express the Soviet delegation 1 s congratulations and convey its best wishes to him. 

As Ambassador Komives has already told us, v;e first heard our distinguished 

colleague speak in the Committee on Disarmament.as the representative of Hungary five 

years ago on 7 .August 1969. He had the honour of being the first representative of 

Hungary 1-rhen it became a member of this Committee. During the past five years he has 

actively and ably collaborated vith the other members of the Committee and helped it to 

make an effective contribution, tackling the problems under discussion ;d th profound 

understanding and an open mind. In cogently-argued statements and in his daily contacts 

with other members of the Committee, he has propotmded with skill and dignity his 

COlllltry 1 s policy of seeking a solution to the problems of peace and sectu~ity, 

disarmament and limitation of the arms race. -The Hungarian People's Republic has co-sponsored a number of important documents, 

such as the draft conven·l:;ions on the prohibition of chemical and bacteriological 

weapons, the prohibition of bacteriological weapons alone, and lastly the 1)rohibi tion 

of chemical weapons. Ambassador Komives has made a great personal contribution to the 

drafting of those and other documents discussed here in the Committee on Disarmament 

and at sessions of the General Assembly. 

We have been very hapl)Y to vrork together \.Ji th Ambassador Komives~ 1-rhose good

natured approach and friendly attitude to his colleagues we shall always remember v1i th 

pleasure when we recall our long years of collaboration in the Committee on Disarmament 

and ~1:; sessions of the General Assembly. vle hope 'that our collaboration with him >.Jill 

continue in other multilateral and bilateral forums. 

I should like to wish our dear colleague and comrade Ambassador Komives every 

success in his new and responsible post at th~ Hungarian Ministr1J of Foreign Affairs. 

We also wish him and Mrs. ICOmives every personal success and happiness. 

Mr. MARTIN (United States)~ It is alvrays a sad occasion when ;,re have to bid 

farewell to a distinguished and esteemed colleague. It is particularly sad to have to 

say goodbye to Ambassador Komives, who has played a unique and important role in this 

Committee. I have always had_ the greatest respect for his ability and integrity, and 

it has been a personal pleasure to have \forked "'i th him during the last feu years, both 

in this Committee and in Ne\r York at the United Nations General Assembly. It "ill be 

dif'ficul t not to have .Ambassador Komives here vri th us. I would like to extend my best 

wishes and those of my delegation to Ambassador Komives in his new assignment. I' hope 

that he realizes that he. ~rill be greatly missed by all of us. 

The meeting rose at 12.00 noon 
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Communique of the_g~eting· 

The Conference of the Con~ittee on Disarmament today held its 65lst plenary 

meeting in the Palais des Nations, Geneva, under the chairmanship of 

H.E. Ambassador A.A. Roshchin, representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics. 

Statements were made by the representatives of Sv1eden, Japan, Yugoslavia, India 

and the United Kingdom. 

The delegation of, the United Kingdom submitted a "v.Jorking Paper on a development 

in discrimiD..ating betv1een seismic sources'' (CCD/440). 

The delegations of Japan and S·Heden submitted a 11\lorking· Paper on the 

identification of seismic events in the USSR using seismological data from 

observatories in Japan and Si·Jeden 11 (CCD/441). 

The delegation of Japan submitted. a "i:lorking Paper on the accuracy of locating 

seismic events'' (CCD/442). 

The next meeting· of the Conference will be held. on Thursday, 15 August 1974, 

at 10.30 a.m. 
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IVlrs. THORSSOJ:T (Sueden) ~ In my statement tHo. -vmeks ago I discussed the test 
... '··-. 

ban issue a-t ·some lep,gth a.nd st:ress.ed that the achievement of a cpmpreheD:,sive test ban 

must remain the prio,rity item.onthe agenda. of our Co.mmittee. The Svredish Government 

>vill continue to contribute political, scient:i,fic and technical efforts to this end. 

The Japanese-Swedish uorkinc: pa11er tabled today is -the result of a joint research 

proJect carr{ed out 1-li thil;J.· tl1e f:rameuork of a· co-opera:tion ag-.ceement in the field of 

detection seismology betvreen institutes in· our tMo coUL-itries. It illustrates the 

·benefits of using s~ismolot;;ical da.ta .from more than one station in_ the identifica t.ion of 

explosions and. earthquakes. I hope. that the results of tl1is study, and those of' .n 

similar Canadian-S\vedish §:tudy presented last ye¥lr (.CcD/380) ~ ~rlll give impetus to a 

joint utilization of the highly sens~tive stat.:horvJ operating today, not only for event 

detection and. location but also -- uhich is imp0rtC!nt for tJ:l~ purpose of contr~lling 

a test ban --,for event idel).tificat;i..on. 

A substantial part of the statiol1 net1rork needed for moni tori1).g not only the 
! 

threshold. Treaty but. also a, comprehensive test ban seems to exist. today. I am 

primarily referring to the short ancl long period array-stations, the so-called vertJ 

long period stations, and the extensive national station net-vrorks operating in ·certain 
I . 

countries, such as the Soviet :Union. · The seismological research observatories nm'l being 

installed. by the United States in clifferent countries may also play an important role . . 
in a global seismic station nehrorl:~ al thou@:h their capabilities still have to be· 

assessed. There seems~ hovreve:::-, to be· a definite need for .further highly-sensitive 

stations in Africa and Soutl1 .Lilllerica. 

The main effort- in ordEir to ootain adequate data for test ban moni taring Hould thus 

not be the installations of nm·r stations~ but rather the full use of the capabilities 

of already-existing stations ancl. an exchange of· the obtaix1~d. data on a routine and 

globally-accessible basis. The .Americt:tn so-called Jl ... -qpA-computer net1vork Hhich is nmr 

being implemented. may be one important communication liY'Jc in such a global data 

exchange· system, if the net is accessible in a non-discriminatory 'llay. I thus think 

that the time has come to increase further1the use of collected seismologi::al data for 

identification purposes throut;~1 a:a international d.ata e::cllange~ not only for monitoring 

the recent thl~eshold. Treaty but a'i)oVe all in orcler to achieve a generally-acceptable 

moni taring capability fer a coml1reherisive test ban. 

Having introduced t'oda;)r 1 s 1"lorkine;· Paper~ ·I uish to avail myself of this opportunity 

to comment on some of the vieHs presented by you as representative _of the Soviet Union · 
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(ll'lrs. Thorsson, Svlec1en) 
----·-·~-·-- ____ :;o __________ _ 

in your comprehensive and interesting statement at our last meeting (CCD/PV~650). In 

_th?t statement J.l'fr. Roshchin tunlec1 against several ideas >·rhich I had intro.c~uced in a 

Swedish statement on 30 July ( CCD/PV. 647, pages 6 ~ .. :LE2.S! .. ~J 
i'1ay I start by discussing. the chara?ter and the effects of the criticism 1·rhich I 

directed towards the 11FT? The Suedish deleeation is certainly not the first nor the 

only delegation which has labelled it a 11 Cl.iscrimina-tory11 treaty. v-Je have said. that it 

is "discrinl_inatory by naturen 9 but and this I again \·r~sh to unclerline --· 1-re have 

also sai,d that its purpose is such that it should still be supported by the entirety .. 

of the world communitY. 
~ 

Mr. Roshchin said at our last meeting~ "Whateverthe motives and reasons behind 

the attacks on the Tre.aty by States and. their representatives, such a course of action 

is clearly intended to erode and vreakel1 rather than strengthen the non-proliferation 
' 

r~gime 11 • (ibid., page 8). 

I carLl'lot as representative of Stveden, a country >vhich firmly -- yes, 

categorically supports the NPT, ae;ree >·ri th this assessment. In our vievr it is not 

the fact that a non-nucleaT State party to the Treaty directs atte:::-1-Gion to its 

discriminato:ry character >vhich ueakens the Treaty. Tl1is is known to all, but it is 

necessary to. point it out repeatedly. Uhat Heakens the Treaty is rather the lack of 
• ! 

implementation of Article VI by the nuclear Powers, thereby preserving its discriminatory 

character. 

i'flr. Roshchin said in his statement that 11 Im11lementcd;ion of the Treaty's provisions 

is in the interests of \vorld security and the further relaxation of international 

·tension" .. (ibid., page 6). \'Je _agree that the implementation of all the provisions of 

the NPT, including the crucial l~rticle VI, uould. indeed make the Treaty less 

discriminatory and further the c,ause of detente and peace. \Ve again urge the 

responsible :parties to proceed as rapidly as IJossiiJle tmwrd.s the full implementa.tion 

of Article VI 1 thus removing \That ue consider the main obstacle to strengthening the 

NPT regime and. e_nabling it to become truly universal. 

Mr. Roshchin also referred to my suggestion of 30 July of a possible 

"internationalization of the managBment of nuclear material, .the key .task being not only 

to vJatch but also to protect all the material in order to prevent nuclear-vreapons 

proliferation and guarantee the safest possible management of nuclear energy production 11
•• 

In his opinion this woulci l)e a measure that 11 ru:as counter to the sovereign :r:ights of 

States,. thus ignoring an important, reality of our time 11 (ibid. 1 page 9). 

I 1 in my turn, ~orant to exp~ess strong opposition to this interpretation. As I.. see 

it, what Member States of this Committee and the United Hations have been doing over 
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all these years in their mm enlightened· self..,.interest is to exercise their sovere_ign 

right to forgo, in co-operation 1·ri th other States, certain :privileges in the a:r:ms field 

in order to achieve more and more disarmament, thereby restricting certain such sovereign 

rights. The Soviet Union itself h~s here \vi thin- and outsid~ this C~mlllttee in the past 

negotiated and later acceded. to a number of international· treaties. This in my ·vie'ltr 
.. 

reflects the important reality of our time' lrhiph forpes us to proceed_ further along the 

·road of''build.ing a safe ancl just_ int'e:rnationai · commuii.i ty by an increasingly stronger 

natwork of inte1~ational agreements. 

As to the idea of international management of. nuclear material itself? my suggestion 

was, as I pointed out, preliminary. Hm-rever,. the frightening prospects of grovling 

stockp~les of plutonium? the serious dange!s ror man himself and his_environment that 

are involved and the related risk for proliferation of nu,clear \'lea pons 3 are far from 
- \ . . 

preliminary. Therefore the time has come, it is in fact'overdue, to clo something t? curb 

· this threat. As we 1-rere searching for a solution, ue looked into Hhat has heen done 

before and also,· as Mr. Roshchi11 pointed. out, ;:;tud.ied the proposals _tabled in the 
- . . . . '• 

United Nations by Mr. Baruch as uell as by Hr. Gromyko in June 1946. At that time there 
. ' 

-vras a real possibility of containing the 11genie ·in· the bottlen. For well-knoun reasons 
. . . '•t 

those proposais, .led_to nothing. Ue have also had. in mind the Euratom system. I have no 

illusi~n that it '~ill be easy to find an ~cceptab~e and practical solution· to the problem. 
·.· .-'' ·:··· ' ,. - ' 

As I said. in my statement, i'le intend to study it further' and come back to it. Mean-vrhile 

I feel it necessary, however, to say t,hat some of the fears expressed by Hr.· Roshchin 

seem exaggerated. 

There is also another aspect of the problem . to 1vhich I -vrouid li~e to dravr ;rour 
- l, ... 

aUtention. The big Powers have al11ays ·taken the NPT aspect into consideratfon when 
I . 

expo!ting nuclear mate~ial. Smalle:r countries have not the same possibili t~es and. do 

need an effective inte:rnational ma:r.,agement vrhich can ensure that its exported material 

and equipment will not in some future be used for bombs or other explosive devices. 

Recent experience sha>·rs that this conce1~ is 1vell founded in reality. \Vhatever 1vill be 

the final legal te:r:m to be used in an agreement -- be it ownership, or·management, or 

stockpiling by the IAEA~ or perhaps something else -- , . we must always bear in mind the 

principle affi:r:med in the preamble to the JJPT that "the benefits of peaceful applica~ions 

of nuclear technology ••• should be available for peaceful ~lrposes to all Parties to the 

Treaty, l.'lhether nuclear-weapon or non-nuclear-1veapon States". vJhat 1.-re sug{;.~st is not 

intended to limit the sovereign rie;ht of any country to develop its nuclear industry, 

in so far as it complies -vri th the provisions of the I-1PT. vJhat l.'le sugges~ ,is aimed at 

ensuring to all States, big and small, the greatest possi·ble amount of safety and 
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security in developing and managing their nuclear-energy industry -through the strongest 

possible international arrangements .that are politically accept<1ble. 

Mr. Roshchin also in his statement last ueek discussed the so-c·<=!l1ed _threshold 

Treaty, which was recently ag-.ceed. upon bet-vreen the . Soviet Union and the United States. 

He said that his assessment of the significance of this Treaty substantially differed 

from .the one given by me a ue.elc earlier. I regret that our views nmv differ on this 

issue. I'wish to recall that three years ago~ on 7 September 1971, Mr. Roshchin 

expressed views which my delegation can fully subscribe to. Speaking of establishing a 

certain threshold of magnitude f()r underground nuclear tests? Mr. Roshchin then said that 

" •••• it must be admitted that such an approach 1·rould not provide a solution of the 

problem of banning underground nuclear-vmapon tests, nor would it create more 

favourable prospects for progress towards its solution. We share the _doubts of a 

number of delegations -- ~:reden, the United Arab Republic, ~thiopia and the. 

Netherlands -- about the effectiveness of .the 'threshold' approach a:;, s~ch. In 

particular we recognize the cogency of the arguments advanced by th~ representative 

of Sweden, Mrs. MYrdal, against the proposal to establish a 1threshold 1 • She said: 

1 There are tvro sets of reasons, bf· lvhich one may be called political and one 

technical, why the Svredish Goven.ment has all along hesi tated,to su,pport the 

threshold proposal. It would,· in our view, be another. half-measure:, perhaps 

limiting arms development in some directions but leaving other directions 

open for so-called improvements of nuclear weapons (9CDLPY~5l)J_p~y~).' 

"In fact it can hardly be doubted. that establishing a '·threshold of magni t:ude 1 , 

while-at the same time authorizing nuclear explosions below the-established 

· 
1 threshold 1 , IWuld. have the result of stimulating the conduct of nuclear explosions 

of lower yield', which >rould thus become, as it vrere, legalized. Such a solution 

would entail the development of nuclear vmapons of small capacities or, as the 

representative of Japan, Hr. Tanaka, described it, a 'miniaturization' of nuclear 

weapons (CCD/PV.518? lJara 25'). Thus the establishment of .. a 1 -Ghreshold of magnitude' 

would not put a stop to the building up of nucleai' arsenals, nor -vmuld it contribute 

towards nuclear disarmament~ uhich many countries, including the Soviet Union, are 

striving to achieve. On the con tral"Y, it vrould enqourage ne1·r efforts to devise 

improved types of -vrarheads and thus Hould promote the d.evelopment of nuclear 'ltleapons 

as a whole. It goes Hithout saying that that is no~ the path along vrhich \fe ivould 

wish to direct efforts tovrards disaJ.:mament and al"l.ns _limitation. "(g_qp}_:pV.5).§J_R§.B'§_]-_Q). 

This is vThat Mr. Roshchin said in his statement on 7 September 1971. His assessment at 

that time of the value of threshold agreements is practically identical with the one 

which I presented. on behalf of the Svmdish delegation on 30 July this year (CCD/PV.647, 

pages 8 et seg.), and which he criticized. last ~creek. 
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Let me add a few more Hords about the threshold and about "strong" and "•·reak" tests. 

The information on t<:Jst activities presented. in our recent working paper ( CCD/438) is 

based on so far available data. He vrould be happy to revie~or these figures vrhen 

calibration data are released by the testing Povrers. The significance of weak tests was 

discussed at an informal expert meeting in this Committee a year ago, when a distinguished 

expert from the United States told us that tests at small yields do not pertain only to 

>-reapons of small yields, but that it is entirely feasible to use tests at a lovTer yield 

lvhich vrould relate to devices of larger yields~· and that this is not an uncommon 

procedure at present. It is the considered opinion of the Swedish delegation that the 

threshold of 150 kilotons agreed upon in l1oscov! 'neither reflects the capability of 

present verification methods nor constitutes any serious limitation of the development 

of nuclear weapons for either tactical or strategical purposes. 

Before concluding my remarks on the threshold .question, I should like to recall 

that in my statement of 30 July I put a question to the co-Chairmen. · T expressed the 

hope that the control co-operation foreseen in the recent 1'-1oscow Agreement 1vould lead 

to better understanding and trust, so that ~t least the control issue in connexion l·ri th 

a comprehensive test ban could_ be settled by the t>vo Povrers. I suggested that 

measurements from observatories in other countries could contrioute to this end, and that 

therefore it would be politically and teclmically appropriate if data on test sites and 

explosion data were made available to other goverrmients. As it vras not clear 

from the thresl1.old te'st ban Treaty and its Protocol 111hether this ivas intended or not, I 

said that the Swedish delegation 1vould ,,relcvme a statement on this point. 

I think that the kind of dialogue that the representative of the Soviet Union and I 

are nov; engaged in is useful for our >vork in the Committee? and I shall therefore 1vi th 

great interest look forward to hearing more from the co-Chair.men on this particular 

question. 

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I vrant to express the thanks of the Swedish delegation to you 

in your capacity of representative of the Soviet Union 9 for your reply to }~s. MYrdal 1 s 

question on nuclear mini-~<reapons at our last meeting. vle are particularly happy to note 

your statements that "There has beenno need for distinctions among individual types of 

tactical nuclear 1-reapons .•.•.• The attempts to equate certain types of these iveapons 

with conventional armaments"; and that the Soviet Union 1 s obligations uncl.ex Security 

Council resolution 255(1968), and under the Soviet-United States Agreement on the 

Prevention of Nuclear 1'lar, "cover all ty-pes of nuclear vreapons vrhatever their poiver" 

(ibiq., page 13). I share your vie\r that equating nuclear mini-weapons vrith conventional 

arms· vrould, among other things, provide a danger to the BPT. Your statement and the 

previous statements of the representatives of the United Iungdom and the United States 
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on this issue are; ·take:n):.rt·ogether'~ re~ssuring. · Tll:e Bt.-redish ·d.eiegation welcomes the. fact 
. - ·'· ;' 

that;. although .the is1SUe. of nucle'ar ·mini-weauons obvJ:6usly ~Till remain under constant. 
J.. t . . ·.·· 

review, it· carf'iriide:t the present circllinstances. be considered. closed. in t1us. Committee~ 
~ . :.. . -~ •.' 

Mr •. NISIEOET (J,a:pal!l): In my .statement·_ of 11 .July I made some • cominents·~- as a· · 

view of the_ -Ja:Panese :-~:ve;I?!I!n~nt, conce:~;ning the agreement on the limi-tation; of.'-lmder'ground 

nuclear.we~J?Of:l tests be;t\'lef?r:t the United States and. the Soviet Union·ahnoun6ea·0n:the :· 

occasion of their rec~a11t summit meeting. I then said,- 11Rather than -letting our.seT\f~· ,-. ;, 

be satisfied with this modest ~tep forward, t'le should endeavour to gather furtner·s~,_,_ ':•,·:·, · 

momentum for ·nuclear disannament. ,, (p!)'!dJV ._§42_,_.]?.9~..2) 

'· I n6t.e ·vli th· ~spect .. that, {n resp.onse to such, a desire conimonly' .. ~ha-Ted----1Jy us'· the 
• • • - • f • . 

delegates of·the Uriited States and the Soviet Union.reaffinned in this Committee their 

irit~ntion t~ ::continue .negc;tiations ui th a vieH to banning all unde;gr~und ·nuciear:..~reapon 
tests. At the same time, I ivoulcl like to seize tlrls oppo~tuni ty to rei ter~t~. my 

del~gation 1 s hope ·that, in subsequent negotiations bet{·reen"the t'.fo countri,es, spe'cial 

efforts will ·be made not only to louer the agreed threshold butalso to develop the 

agreement into a multilateral one. 

Next 1 ,:,auld like' to drav1 at'tention ·to the fact that· the agreement' rea~hed between 

the'two'countries includes~ in particular, the exchange of various dat'a ori underground 

nuclear-vre·apon tests and the 'test areas in ·~rdei to ensure compliance. vTith the 
6bligaAt·i6riS: . .'· . .. .. ~. 

,, .. 

The 11vl6rking Paper on the Accuracy of Locating Seismic 'Events 11 
( CCDf442) ~ .\'lhlch w~s 

:. . . : \' ·,·.··· ·i .,. •; ·. 

submitt'ed by 'the delegation of Japan, is the 'report of a· study. conducted by cho6SJ.ng as 

niaste'lr events the Mat~ushiro Earthquake Si>Tarm, v;l1ich occurred.· i~ · th~ :_centrar~:P~rt o:t 
' . 

Japan in·;1966 'and 19.67. Their epice-ntre and ci.~l)th 1ve~e de.terndhed: veJ~"j(X6·dU.~~·t~lj''by a 

dense local netvmrk 'of' seismic stations' and larger' ones am'cmg' them .;,{~'re moni t<J1~ed<slso 
, from a long distance. Location error is generally 40 to even 60 :Kin 'l·rhen only. sta't1i6hs_ .. < 

at epiceritrai distances of more than 2, 000 Iiln are us·ed. As a result of this ~tudi> 
hovrever, it has become clear th8t location error can be reduced to les·s tha~l· 2.'0; I~ _e.veri' ·:· 

with distant stations alone,· if corrections by means of maste.r events are· !~-;pl:i.ed. 

Frdn thi's point of vievT, the agreemei1t reached betileen the United States and the 

Soviet Union· -on confilling huclear-,·reapon ·testing ·to specified test ~-~e·as: ~·na on 

exchanging data' concerning unc1erc;round nuclear.:.,;e·apon tests . is' an ~xt1~einely important 

decision. As emphasized in the S1,reclish uorking paper ( CCD/ 438), the announcement of 

geological data on testing areas and. of the yields of given nuclear explosions is 

expected, to facilitate the estimation of the yields of other underground nuclear-weapon 
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tests conducted in the testing areas concerned. In view of this, it is no 

exaggeratiop to say, I believe, that the key to lowering the threshold of 150 kt by the 

United States and the Soviet Union has already been provided in the Agreement.. We 

have submitted the working paper of our delegation (CCD/442) and also the joint working· 

paper of Japan and Sweden (CCD/441), which was introduced by the representative of 

Sweden a little while ago, in the hope that not only the UnitedStates and the 

Soviet Union but also this Committee >vill come to an ag:reement on a comprehensive 

underground nuclear-test ban at the earliest possible date. I hope that these 

working papers will serve as useful documents to tha-i; end. 

, 
V.tr. ·LALOVIC (Yugoslavia)~ Every year >·re attempt to make a balance-sheet of 

our achievements, to enable us to clravr the proper conclusions and ciefine our tasks for 

the future. It has also become customary to considel~ the work of the Committee 1-.ri thin 

the wider context of 'i'Torld events. Tlris is only understandable, for 1ve live in a 

world of extremely dynamic movements, 1·rhere constant efforts are made to create ne1v and 

juster relations, in order to remove many factors >·rhich permanently threaten the 

maintenance of stable peace and security in the uorld. 

Many features of international relationship require serious and permanent 

re-examination: the rernnqnts of colonialism, the policy of action from a position of 

strength, interference in internal affairs, interventions by foreign Povrers aimed at 

forcibly overthrowing independent and sovereign States, unjust and unequal international 

economic relations, and other features, all of 1r1hich are manifested in various forms 

and in many regions of the 1vorld. The last of these problems was placed on the agenda 

of the Special Session of the United Nations General Assembly, which considered a number 

of basic principles for creating a nevJ system of equitable international economic 

relations, and various solutions for the acutest problems of international economic 

co-operation. 

All mankind is constantly harassed by the everg:roHing· arms race, in particular by 

the nuclear arms race, 1vhich moves by its ovm incomprehensible logic --- always in 

inverse proportion to the efforts and plans made to halt or reverse it. v!e find 

ourselves in a paradoxical situation, because the more numerous the forums for arms 

control and disarmament negotiations, and more numerous the appeals and demands made to 

halt or reverse the arms race, the greater and quicker the increase of expenditure. 
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New generations- of' nuclear \'leapons are multiplying both on land and sea, and new. 

military doctrines are being launched to justify their use. Although the momentum 

of the cold war has been arrested for quite some time, and international co-operation 

is gradually being· brought to the stage described as detente, nevertheless thearms 

race has not only not frozen or €nded 9 but gain~ neu dimensions contrary to vrhat we 

consider detente should mean. 

vle must express our very great concern at the continuance of the arms raoe, the 
r 

increase of nuclear stockpiles, and the improvement of nuclear-weapon systems. Our 

attention is particularly drawn to the constant increase of different types and 

stockpiles of so-called tactical nuclear weapons, and to the ever-present strategic 

ideas of the nuclear-vreapon Po·wers about the possibility of using· these i•reapons. not 

only in general but also in ''local·' -vrars. 

At the same time there is a constant increase of expenditure. on the development 

and production of nuclear weapons, to ivhich huge financial, scientific ancl human 

resources are being applied. At the same time the gap between the developed and the 

developing countries continues to groH~ and the international community ought to make 

strenuous efforts to help the developing countries to free themselves from poverty and. 

backv~ardness, in the interest both of the developed countries and of peace and security 

in generaL It is a fact -- often repeated -- that more than. ~~200 billion is spent 

yearly on armaments, out of VJhich the lion's share, that is to say 70 per cent, is spent 

by four military Powers only (i·Ti thout the People's Republic of China). It is 

estimated that approximately ~~20 billion is spent and about 400,000 scientists an:l. 

engineers are engaged on military research and development. This situation is very 

disturbing because of its adverse effects on social and economic development in general 

and on peace and security in·the uorld in particular, and because of its devaluation 

of the. initial and very-modest. results achieved so far in the CCD and in some bilateral 

arrangements. \olhat is most discouraging about the outlook for the future is that 9 
\ 

in spite o£ all the negotiations taking place in various forums for arms control and 

disarmament, the technological and qualitative arms race continues unabated. The 
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present terrible weapons of mass destruction are constantly improved and sophisticated
9 

the new ones are multiplied, and there seems to be no prospect of a halt in the 

expenditures on armament. The agreements already achieve(!_ and those nm1 being 

negotiated do not stop the arms race; they allovr it to continue in relative immunity 

with the aim of conducting· further experiments for improving the fire pmmr, precision 

and diversity of v.reapons of mass destruction. 

Certainly nobody has any illusions about the complexity of the problems v.rhich ue 

are trying· to solve. They gro1·T not only from the real difficulties of harmonizing 

the often very conflicting· interests of various countries and groups of countries, but 

also from the constantly active and persistent attempts made to preserve and strengthen 

existing privileges, advantag·es and inequalities. The problem of the political 

readiness and the specific duty of the chief military Pm·1ers to make a significant 

turning-point in their policy \.Jhich vmulcl halt or reverse the arms race, ancl in 

particular the nuclear arms race, is becoming more and more urgent. 

We are aware that such anxieties are present in the minds of the leaders of the 

tv10 super-Powers. \fe listened ,,.,i th attention to the statement vrhich the representative 

of the USSR, Mr. Roshchin, made on 8 August, 1-1hen he quoted tvJO relevant passages from 

the speech made by Soviet Union Leader Leonid Brezhnev·on 21 July (CCJJ/PV.650, 

pages 11 2 13). Allmv me also to quote from a similar statement made by the 

United States Secretary of State, JJr. Kissinger, during his press conference on 3 July~ 

"If we have not reached an agreement well before 1977, then I believe you 

will see an explosion of teclmology ancl an e::cplosion of numbers at the end of 

which we will be lucky if v!e have the present stability; in which it 1vill be 

impossible to describe \·That strategic superiority means. And one of the 

questions which we have to ask ourselves as a country is vThat in the name of 

God is strategic superiority? 1/lhat is the significance of it, politically, 

militarily,· operationally, at this level of numbers? vJhat do you do with 
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. . . . .. . 

As a result of the policy of detente and 1-iithin- the favourabl.e ciima.te it has 
·.,. 

created, a number of fruitful contacts have ·been made amorig statesn1en at _th(3 .. highest 

level, some important :results have been gainecl, and co:O:sideration 'of s~me 'of -~he 'ma_j~r 
world problems h1is 'begtU"l.. In particular such meetings have improved_ relations between 

States and groups of St9-tes. He· are also avJare of the importance of· h_olding the 

European Conference 'on tleeuri ty and Co~ciperation, uhlch we hope 'Vrill lay neu 
. . . ·. 

foundations for even more fruitful co-operation ai1d security in Europe~ Ho\'Tev~r, this 

essentially positive political 'co-operation and these ·efforts did not simultimeously 

stop the· arms-race, nor did they produce concrete ·measures of disarmame1:1t, among 

1-rhich the highest priority-- certainly belongs to nuclear disarmament. This means that 

the policy of detente still lacks one of its most important elements, that is its 

implementation· in disarmament, uhich should make· it more convincing and longer lasting. 

From the outset the problem ofriuclear armament has caused the utmost concern to 

the international community, because of the possible consequences wh:i,ch the yse of 

these -v1eapons may have for its survival. ·All efforts· to solve ·this problem have 

unfortunately remained futile. Yugoslavia,. together lri th other non-aligned countries, 

· 'ha~'·always resoluteiy devoted its efforts to -rileasures aimed at ~ompre_hensive banning 

of the use, development, production and stockpiling of nuclear weapons, 'and at the 

destruction of the existing- stockpiles. Ill that c;1~text we have _al;;~y~ decla~e.d 
·ourselve~ against· all nuclear->veapon. tests, in all environments and .. by all States. 

These main ~tandp~·ints 1·1ere also fo~ulated in the Political Declaration adopted at 

the Fourth Conference of the Heads of States and Governrnents of the Non-Aligned 

Countries, and in the docUments of previous sununit meetings and IDinisterial conferences 

held by the non-aligned States. In that spirit Yugoslavia signed and :t•atified the 

Treaty on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear vJeapons, and vJill consistently strive for 

the realization of these aims. 
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The ·Treaty on the lifon-proliferat5.on of Nuclear \Ieapons (ENDC/226) and the 

Treaty banning nuclear-weapon tests in the atmosphere, in outer space and under 

r 1.;ater (ENDC/100/Rev.l) are limi_ted in their scope. Neither of them has ended the 

armaments race or nuclear-\veapon tests. On the contrary, after their adoption the 

arms race was intensified, and in consequence underground nuclear weapon tests have 

increased. The solemn obligation undertaJI;:en in the J.Vfoscow Partial Test Ban Treaty, 

"Seeking to achieve the discontinuance of all test explosions of nuclear 1.;eapons for 

all time", and the obligation in Art. VI of the }f.PT 11 to pursue negotiations in good 

faith on effective measures relating· to cessation of the nuclear arms race at ruL 

early date and to nuclear disarmament" have not yet been fulfilled. 

Some of the recent arms-control agreements sound rather unconvincing, in spite 

of the good intentions expressed at their conclusion; because they have been 

immediately followed by nuclear->·Ieapon tests and the announcement of a ne11 series. of 

tests aimed at further improvement of nuclear >·lea pons. It is not likely that 

endeavours to encourage a number of countries to adhere to the NPT 11ill be f:rui tful 

if at the same time nothing· is done to remove a n~ber of factors which these countries 

regard as serious obstacles to their adherence. Some of the agreements ·signed during 

the last summit meeting· in lY"'lOscm'l' between the United States of .America and the 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics indicate areas where attempts may be made to halt 

and reverse the vicious circle. of the arms race. \·.Je hope that future negotiations 

will produce new and more substantial agreements that will permanently ban further 

sophistication of nuclear-weapon systems as a first step tow2rds nuclear disarmament. 

Every lost opportunity 9 eve1.--y postponement of an agreement 1'l'hich would halt the 

nuclear arms race, will considerably impede its halting at a later stage~ not only 

because the quantity and diversity of stockpiled v1eapons will be larger, but also 

because the arms race is usually accompanied by a mutual mistrust v1hich is further 

enhanced by its continuation. 
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We must unfortunately state again that during the last four years during 1.1hich 

the NPT has been in force v~~y little has been done either to halt or to limit the 

nuclear arms race~ or to transfer nuclear technology to developing countrl"es. \fuile 

expressing our sa tisfacti~n. vli th the initial efforts of the tu~ grea tes't'· ··ti~clear 
Powers to limit strategic ~~clear \'Jeapons, vTe are bound to call the concrete results 

very modest in comparison w;i..th the successful efforts to develop and produce more 

perfect and deadly nuclear l'reapons, from the' mini~nukes. to those with the greatest 

range and fire power. Our dissatisfaction is even greater because the results of 

transfer of nuc.lear technology to ·a.eveloping countries are still far short of 
. .:·. 

expectations, promises and ass~med. obligations. A situation has-been created in 

vThich we may justi~_iably speak of the monopolisti~ 'posi ti~n of the riuclear-v1eapon 

Powers not only in weapons but also in the.pea~efuluses of nuclear energy. If 

nuclear-weapon States do not proceed more quickly along· the road of nuclear disarmament, 
'; ·. 

it may be expected. that a certain ~iunber of non-nu:clear >veapon States vrill try to· 

solve their defence problems by developing and producing their own nuclear '\veapons. 

This capacity is becoming· novradays more and more nearly attainable fcir quite a nlimbe·r>' 

of States, even for some vThose general level of development is not very high. 

Similarly, under the existing conditions it is quite understandable that developing 

countries, by pooling· their resources and by strengthening international co-operation~ 

must search for solutions for their very complex development p·;oblems, including·· . 

development of nuclear-energy J?Otential, ·Hhich are not heeded by mruzy develop'ed 
:.:., 

. . 

States. Developing countries should not be d~nied their sovereign right to take 

necessary measures, individually and 1jointly, to accelerate their development, botl~ 

in their own interest and in that of the international community. vTithih this 

general context vle also form our opinion about the unde:r;-ground explosion of a nuclear . 

. device carried out recently by India for peaceful pul~cises. 
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At the beginning of 1975 a conference will be convened by the States parties to the 

Non-p~oliferation Treaty' in order. to revievr the operation of this .Treaty and ascertain 

whether the purposes of its Preamble and provisions are being realized. One 

significant feature of this conference is that it is to take place at a time uhen~ OvJing 

to a number of events and factors, doubts are starting to gi.;o1r about the credibility of 

the NPT. At the same' time there is also a gr6v1ing conviction that a .number of 

necessary steps should be tslcen to soften or remove such doubts· and so create a 

necessary balance of rights and duties between the Parties to the Treaty. 

I will mention some of our preliril.inary thoughts on practical measure:s i·lhich could 

serve those purposes. The Yugoslav Gover1Lment, in its declaration.of.27 February 1970 

ivhen it submitted the Non-proliferation Treaty for ratification, expressed the motive's 

and expectations 1vhich had guided its decision to sign the Treaty ( CCTI/278). Similar 

thoughts have· been expressed earlier in this forum by other delegations; and only 

recently the leader of the Si,Tedish delegation, Under-Secretary of State 

:iY"trs. Inga Thorsson, has also mentioned a feu useful ideas in her speech of 

30 July (ccn/PV.647). 

In our opinion these measure3 should be mutually colLnected because, although each 

one separately could mean positive improvement, it 1r10uld not be sufficient by ·itself. 

The Non-proliferation Treaty' s chief aim is to prevent a spread of nuclear "tveapons; 

but it also contains equally important provisions concerning early cessation of the 
) . 

nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament, "the inalienable right of all the Parties to 

develop research, production and ·use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes i·Ji thout 

discrimination", "the right to participate in the fullest possible exchange of 

equipment, materials ru1d scientific ru1d technological information for the peaceful uses 

of nuclear energy •.... especially in the territories· of non-nuclear-~r1eapon States 

Party to the Treaty, i<Ji th due· consideration for the needs of the developing areas of 

the 'tvorld", and the "potential benefits from any peaceful applications of nuclear 

explosions ..•• on a non-discTiminatoTy basis". 
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The best situation in respect of fulfilment of the basic aim of the 
i 

Non-proliferation J.'reaty vTould be its Universal acceptance. H~vrever, although about 

80 States are I>arties to the Treaty, t~~ere are still some nuclear-weapon and · 

non-nuclea,r-vr,eapon States uho are not ~embers. 
The absence of a satisfactory sol*tion for the problem·of 'security guarantees for 

non-nuclear-:-vreapon States is in om.· opinion one of the basic faults of the NPT. The 
I 

miniP,lum vvhich. should be secured. in. order to make the Treaty most vridely acceptable· ·vvould 
I 

be, in our opinion, that- nuclear-weapo~ States should assume a solemn obligation ne'ver 
, I 

to use. in_any ci;rcumstances nuclea:r -vre~.pons against 11on-nuclear--vreapon States, .. nor in 

any .c;Lrcumsta:nces to threaten those St~tes 1-ri th the use· of such 1·reapons. Tb withdra~ 
nuclear .. weapons from. the territories oi non-n:uclear....;weapon States ·would be' in· those 

States' best interests. i 
I 
I A coPWrehensive-test ban .is in Ou:lj opinion one of the most urgent· and important 
I 

measures to. be taken in order to 'strengthen· the Non-proliferation Treaty.·. 

Copt:inuation of. nuclear-weapon tests iJ contrary to the spirit and' letter- of· the NPT 
. . I 

and also to the obligations of the I:·1osqow Partial Test-:San Treaty. A nuclear ... weapon 

tes~ ban -vrou]_d, be very _effective in liJiting the nuclear arms race and-preventing 

impr.ovement of nuclear vTeapons. It v1ould provide convincing evidence of the- gl"adual · 
I 

removal of the nuclear threat. Another important consequence of a comprehensive 

nuclear- test ban Hould be the creation bf a favourable international climate conducive ... . I 

to t:p.e negotiatio.n "nd adoption of nevi :m"'ll[1· .. ·control and disar:·;lament agreement's and 'to 

the strengthening of i;he existing ones .I Other important benefits v!Ould: be . creation 
I 

of addi tion.a1 financial resources for-. the needs of domestic a."ld international - · 
I 

development_ projects, and protection ofi the human envirolLment. 
I 

A CGIDprehensive-test bru" is also ah important prerequisite for the qreation- of an 

· · t t · - 1 1 d - · · I 1 ~n erna ~on~ y-agr~e. reg~me gover1nnginuc ear explosions for peaceful purposes. 

Article V of the NPT stipulates that "Non--nuclear Heapon States Party to the Treaty 
I 

shall be able to obtain such benefits, fursuant to a special international agTeement 

or agreements 11 ~ and further that 11 Negot.:j..ations on this subject shall commence as soon as 
I : 

'I 
I 

' 
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(:iYfr. Lalovi6.1. Yugosl,avia) 

Such international agreement has not 

yet been concluded 1 nor have any negotiati:.~ns started ui th this aim. vle believ_e ·that 

the moment has come to start serious and timely consideration of the need to convene 

such ru1 international conference. This conference should be open for participation 

by all countries, nuclear and non-nuclear alike; and it should consider and elaborate 

a generally-acceptable regime and proce~u~e to govern nuclear explosions for peaceful 

purposes. This regime should not be discriminatory &~d should apply equally to all 

States, including nuclear-ueapon Pouers. The generally-reco~1ized ability of a 

number of cou.ntries to develop-themselves and use the existing sci:entific and 

technological achievements of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes fully proves the 

need for a timely internationa~.movement to regulate those activities 9 >·rhich ltill 

most probably ·assume much vlider dimensions in the follo1·1ing decacle. 

The vdder and more intensive use of nuclear technology for peaceful purposes 

which the non-aligiled States- have aluays advocated at the summit meetings could be one 

of the most important factors accelerating tl1e economic development of the developing 

States. Interest in nuclear energy has g-reatly increased during the recent energy 

crisis as a possibly available source of energy in the near future. This interest 

is stimulated by the opinion of a number of developing countries that nuclear power 

plants are the cheapest source of electric pov1er. 

At the non-nuclear Conference held in Geneva in 1968 the .:non-nuclear-vmapon 

States resolutely sought the creation of international conditions Hhich 'vrould enable 

speedier transfer of adequate nuclear technology to tho developing countries, 

p,articularly in the fields of radiation and radio-active isotopes, nuclear power 

plants, and nuclear explosior.s for peaceful purposes. Many of them, including 

Yt:<.goslavia, adhered to the I:-1PT in the conviction that its provisions relating to 

_pdctce:ful ,J_ses of nuclear energy and to the transfer of nuclear technology i·Till be ' 
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I 

respected ~y the nuclear-weapon St_ateF Parties to the Treaty. The existing sources 

of finance fQr these activities ca11. h~dly be considered sufficient to satisfy the 

ever-gr_owing needs. The Interna.tiopal Atomic Energy Agency is devoting a 

substantiai part of its scientific a11d material resources to the strengthening of its 

safeguarding functions in fulfilment pf its duties under the Tre.aty~ vJhile the acute 
I 

need of the dyv~loping countries for peaceful uses of nuclear energy remain.to a 

great extent unfulfilled. The Agenby has no doubt made great efforts so far to · 

perform some of its tasks. 

very important existing gap 

I 
. Ho-vrever, I there is still much to be done to dim:i,nish. the 

bet\·Teen the highly-developed and the developing States. 

.Many actions and projects have bfen _undertake:rJ. so far and important result::; have. 

been achieved in some of the fields ih 1.v-hich nuclear .. energy is applied (e. g. agr:i,.cul ture, 1 

medicine, and radiation protection), {·rhile some other fields remain the exclusive 
I 

privilege of highly-developed States. i We are convinced that _a number of' activities 

in the application of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes could and shoul~ be made 

available to a greater extent~ especi~ly to the developing ~on-nuclear-weapon States. 

Confidence in the Non-proliferation Tbeaty Hould be strengthened and its Ul1iversal 

adoption hastened if present forms ofl financing were reconsidered and if ne"J ·Hays and 

means-were found for financing such activities and for the tra.11sfer of nuclear 

technology for peaceful pul~oses~ especially for the supply of energy needs a11d 

accessibility to nuclear fuels. 

These are some of our p:celiminary thoughts \·rhich v.Je considered 1wrth mentioning 

within the context of nuclear problems. We hope that othe:c cielegations too lJOuld 

like· to express their vieYTs about these problems~ particularly at the forthcoming 

Revie;,·r Conference of the Parties .to the Treaty on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear 

\veapons. 

My delegation has· repeatedly stated its reasons in favou:c of a comprehensive 
I 

agreement on measures for prohibiting the development, production a11d stockpiling of 

chemical weapons and for their destruction. During the unofficial meetings held 

with experts from 17 to 22 July my delegation had the opporhu1ity to express in more 
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detai:l som:e o'f 'its thoughts through the act.:i.'ve participation '·of the Yugoslav experts. 

..... 
~ . .. . - .. ~. 

For these· reasons ::C shaJT limit. ~yself 'tod~..y. oniy to some' gcne~;u remarks. ·rn ·our 

opinion recent meetings 1vi th the eX:perts .. ·indicated· possibl~ solutions of a number of 
' 

still unresolv~d problEims connected 1v-ith' a·cornprehensive ban on the development,· 

pra'duotion' a:.fld stockpilihg of chemicEd' vreapons and 1vith their destruction. ' The 

debate during these meetings, 'furthermore, ·strengthened our ·conviction that the basic 

' obstacle'. to a comprehensive ban on chemical weapons is political imd that a 

satisfactory wey of removing i:t C&J. be found after five years of intensive · · 

negotiation. A number of documents submitted to the Qonference of the Committee on 

Disarniament1 .including the Draft Convention of nine socialis't''count:des (CCD/361), 

··th~ Japanese Draft Convention (CCD/420); and a great number ·of -v10rking papers ' 

submitted by many delegations, including that of the ten no'n-ali'gn,ed countries 

( CcD/400)', offer a 'solid base from 1:rhich to start drafting tho ~greement. ·Such an 
agreement is rio't yet in sight because some States still have' ·not taken the po'li tical 

decision necessary' for'its clrafting. 

We· have also to uai t for the fulfilment of the' a:greement in: principle betv;een 
\ 

the United States 'and the Soviet .U1iion to consider a joint proposal in the CCD for the 

conclusion, as' a first' step' of an international' convention dealing '\·lith' the most 

dangerous~ lethal means of chemical 1'!arfare. rt·· is necessary, ho1-1ever,to stress 

once again, in connexion with the problem of banning chemical ~reapons, that each nm..r 

agreement in th:Cs field must be bv:s~d on the pril-lciples and aims laid dovm in the 

Geneva .,Protocol of .. l925. The val~able aim of this Protocol to eliminate chemical 

G.tl.d biological -vmrfare. altogether, and to· strengthen the credibility of 

implementation of·. further a..."Y'J!ls-controi and disarmament measures, could be 

significantly promoted if the United States would ratify the Protocol as soon ·as· 

possible, thus ·adding to it the influence and prestige of one of the 1-rorld' s gre.atest 

military, 'industrial and economic Povmrs.·· 

r 
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The summer session of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament is coming· 

to an end. Much to our regret 1 the Committee will again this yea..:i? not be able to 

submit to the United Nations Genera~ Assembly any concrete results. This situation, . ~ 

which has been repeated for the last fev years, ·calls for very serious concern. \{e 

cannot be satisfied to measure the'Value of this, the only multilateral negotiating 

body on disarmament, solely by its existence for over h·Tel ve· years. Thi~ is 

obviously a sign of the great interest of: the international community in solving the 

disarmament problem, arid of the ne·ed for such a negotiatil'lgbody. The ·earlier and 

the present modest results achieved by thi·s Committee are the sole measure of its 

value. ·One ca_nnot live endlessly on old glory, and nevT efforts nni~t be made'to give 

nevi substance to this Committee 1 s work. 

The Yugoslav delegation v7ould appreciate also the creation of condi tion:s 

conducive to the participation in multilateral disarmament negotiations of all 
I 

nuclear-vTeapon and other militarily-significant States \·Those contribution would 

doubtless add to the achievement of concrete results. In this· context Yugoslavia 

vvill make all ne,cessary efforts in the future, as it has done before, for an urgent 

convening of the World DisaJ.~ament Conference. 

Mr. IHSHRA (India): Since India's peaceful nuclecu~ explosion on 18 Jliay this 

year, several delegations have expressed vietvs on its implications and consequences 

.as they see them. In the p:r;ocess, statements have been made v1hl.ch are at variance 

with our thinking a;..1.d our intentions. In the previous meetings of the Committee I 

have stated India's position several times, but only piecemee~. Now that v!e have 

decided to end the 1974 se~sion of the Committee in about ten days' time, it is 

opportune for me to reiterate those vievJS all together, and also to touch on one or 

two other points v1hich merit attention. 
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Some delegates have asserted directly or indirectly that at present there are · 

hardly any· peaceful applications of nuclear explosion technology. The announcement 

of the Indian Atom.:i.e Energy Commission whic-n I read out in tlus ·Committee on 21 and 

23 May had this sentence in it~ "As part of the programme of study of peaceful uses 

of nuclear explosion, the Gover~ment of India bad undertaken a progrrumne to keep 

itself abreast of developments of this technology, particularly with referenee to its 

P?8 in the field of mining and earth-moving operations". 

It is clear that the Gove~ment of India is not alone in this respect. Peaceful 

nuclear explosions carried out underground over a period of several years by other 

i\1ember States have confirmed the feasibility of this technology, although many problems 

still remain to be solved. Their experiments have been oriented towards gas and oil 

stimulation;,·have shown' promising results, and are even reported to have increased oil 

production by 30 to 60 per cent. A former ·chairman of the United States Atomic Energy 

Commission; ¥1r. Glenn Seaberg, stated "The technology and understanding of peaceful 

nuclear explosions has advanced to the state vrbere they can be safely, • effieiently and· 

beneficially used for earth moving, for recovering natural resourees and as research 

tools for man's understanding of his environment". It should not, therefore, be a 

matter of surprise or regret if India, without contravening any treaty it h.as entered 

into, were to experiment and try to develop this technology for exploiting the natural 

resources vrithin its own territory. 1iJe have a right to develop our own natural 

resources in accordance 'Iori th vrell-established principles of international law. \Ie 

are not prepared to wait for others to perfec·b nuclear-explos.' on technology and thereby 

lag behind by a decade or more in its development in India. 

I should also like to quote the nneclaration on Disarmament" adopted at Lusaka on 

10 Septembe:r 1970 by the Third Non-Aligned Summit Conference, which had this to say~ 

"The Conference is aware of the tremendous contribution which the technology of the 

peaceful uses of nuclear energy, including peaceful nuclear explosions, can make to 

the economy of the developing ~>rorld. It is of the opinion that the benefits of tl1is 

technology should be cwailable to all 0 :ates without any diserimination "· 

Reeently the Soviet 1ktion and the United States have given fresh indications of 

the trust they put in the usefulness of this technology by excluding underground 

nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes from the proposed limited ban on underground 

tests of nuclear weapons. 
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Another point which we have heard rather frequently here is that, if India's 

intentions are peacefuls it should place all its nuclear activities under international 

safeguards. Our policies on safeguards for nuclear energy are well known. The 

late :or. Bhabha "ras one· of the so--called Washington Group of Twelve 1-J"hich did 

preparatory work on the Statute of the International Atomic Energy .Agency in 1956. 

Dr •. Bhabha expressed his v·ie1.vs clearly during those meetings as 1-J"ell as subsequently; 

and th~se werethat India advocated safeguards on a completely non-discriminatory 

basis so that they do not operate mainly against the developing·countries, and 

secondly that they should be devised on functional criteria. These' views have been 

consistently expressed by Indian leaders and representatives iri Indiaand abroad. 

Dr. Bhabha had also spoken of safeguards in the context of peaceful nuclear explosions 

and had said that, if these are to be subject to observation by an international body, 

it should be on a non-discriminatory basis and in the general framevrork of non-

discriminatory safeguards to be applied to eVeryone. On 13 June 1974 the Indian 

representative stated in the IAEA Board of Governors meeting~ "Some Governors enquired 

whether India would place all its nuclear activities under IAEA safeguards. vfell, 
' . 

J11:r. Chairman, we shall certainly consider this possibility when ali the Member States 

of the .Agency, and indeed others too outside the Agency, voluntariiy place all their 

nuclear activities, civil and military, under the Agency's safegUards". 

Is it not strange that, while the nuclear activities or' nuClear-weapon States are 

allo-vred to operate in a completely unrestrained manner, some delegations seem more 

.concerned with cone~rolling the peaceful ac·~;~vities of non-nuclear-weapon countries? 

\A!e believe that vre should have a proper sense of priori ties and proportion in 

disarmament matters. Part of the problem of nuclear proliferation stems from the 

resigned acceptance of the belief that certain countries cannot be stopped from having 

or developing their nucl&e.r arsenals, and that therefore the others· should meekly 

acquiesce in this situation.· vie have stated this before and 1•Te shall state it again, 

that we have no intention to campaign against the NFT. Even if we do not agree v1i th 

the approach adopted therein, 1oTe feel that our aim is the same -- which is to ensure 

non-pr?liferation, but both. horizontal and vertical. 11fe respect the views of the 

parties to the NFT and have no intention to impose our views on them. 

time we feel we are entitled to our ovm views. 

At the same 
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Another question which has been raised by some delegations concerns security 

guarantees against nuclear threat. Tbis question is of vitaJ importa.rice to all 
non-nuclear-weapon States, whether or not they are parties to the NPr. · ' It is not 

justifiable to consider it m~rely in the context of that Treaty. 

One of the strangest arguments that I have heard in this CQnmittee is that ,India, 

by exploding a peaceful nuclear device' . has broken some kind of a barrier to non..: 

proliferation of nuclear 1v~apons, that India has set a bad example. He have solemnly 

declared for the last twenty years that we intend to use nuclear energy solely fQr 

peaceful purposes. Even after exploding a nuclear device we have, unlike oth?rs, 

reaffirmed our solemn declaration. Thus only in this respect have we broken a 

barrier. lmd all to the good. If other non-nuclear--vreapon States follow l..).S in 

reaffirming their resolve to use nuclear energy for peaceful purposes only, is it to 

the benefit or to thedetriment of.mank:ind? If, on the other hand, one or more 

non-nuclear--vreapon States proceed to acquire nuclear weapons, they will certainly not. 

be following India's example. 

It is also quite 'vrong to imagine that the Indian explosion for peaceful purposes 

has somehow damaged the NPT. P~ I have already said, India has not and does not 

intend to campaign against that Treaty. The Treaty stands or falls by its own merits 

o:r demerits. Even after India's peaceful nuclear explosion v1e are riot aware that any 

so-called near~nuclear State which had·intended to become a party to the NFT had 

-decided not now to do so. The othcirs in the same category who from the beginning had 

refused to accept the obligations of the NPr did so for their Olin reasons. 

There are no reasons for any doubt ;egarding rUdia 1 s views on non-proliferation 

of nuclear vTeapons. For years India r s policy has been stated and re-stated in this 

Committee.· India is opp~sed.to all proliferation, vertical or horizontal, of nuclear 

weapons. It is also our hope that all States -- nuclear-w·eapon States as well as 

non-nuclear-weapon States -- will, lD(e India, commit themselves to use nuclear energy 

for peaceful purposes only. The nuclear-vTeapon States have a special responsibility 

in this matter. 

Before I conclude, I shoUld like to thank the preceding speaker; Mr. L2,lovic of 

Yugoslavia, for his very understanding reference to India's peaceful nuclear explosion. 
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£'-\.=£..· HA.llT\fORT~ (United Kingdom) ~ I shall be very brief, since I ha.ve only 

a.sked for the floor in order t.o introduce a. i·rorking paper vrhich my delegation ha.s 

ta.bled today a.s document CCD/440. This is entitled ".A development in discriminating 

-beh1een seismic sources" • 

.As is explained in the pa.per, this is a. continuation of a. series of reports on 

i·rork carried out in the seismological fielc1 in the United Kingdom, and follows the 

h,ro papers ( CCD/ 401, 402) uhich -vrere ta.bled la.st yea.r in connexion with the informal 

meetings with experts on a. comprehensive test ba11. Those t-vw papers vrere introduced 

by Dr. H. Thirlmva:y, Director of the United Kingdom Seismological Research St·a.tion 

. a.t :Bla.cknest in Hampshire. La.st June's pa.pers included a. reviei·T of the 

United Iungdom seismological reseaxch and development programme and a. report of the 

estimation of the depth of seismic events. The ne\v paper presented today describes 

a. technique knmm a.s "seismogram modelling", illustrated by the case of a. seismic 

event -vrhich occurred in Ea.st Kazakhstan in 1969. vre intend to continue to keep the 

Committee a.brea.st of all significant and relevant developments in Unitecl Kingdom 

seismological reseaxch in this field. 

\ve hope tha.t these papers, making an original contribution to progress iri 

seismology, will help us to attain ouT objective of so refining the seismic· axt tha.t 

it ma.y eventually prove possible adequately to verify a. comprehensive test ban 

trea.ty. 

The meeting rose a.t 11.55 a..m. 




